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1.1 What Is Segmentation in the Context of CRM?
Segmentation is in essence the process by which items or subjects are categorized or classified into groups
that share similar characteristics. Each characteristic could be one or more attributes. Segmentation also can
be defined as subdividing the population according to already known good discriminators. Hand, Mannila,
and Smyth distinguish between segmentation and clustering based on differing objectives (Hand, Mannila,
and Smyth 2001, p. 293). The terminologies used in clustering algorithms arose from various multiple
disciplines such as computer science, machine learning, biology, social science, and astronomy. Therefore,
it is sometimes difficult to grasp the concepts in clustering with such widely varying terminology and
syntax. In segmentation, the aim is simply to partition the data in a way that is convenient. Convenient may
refer to something that is useful, as in marketing, for example. In clustering, the objective is to see if a
sample of data is composed of natural subclasses or groups. This may be the objective in customer
profiling. The analytical techniques involved in both of these objectives could very well be the same. There
are a great number of methods and algorithms used in cluster analysis. The important thing is to match the
method with your business objective as close as possible. This book’s aim is to help you choose the method
depending on your objective and to avoid mishaps in the analysis and interpretation. It is also to help you
understand how to apply and implement these techniques using SAS Enterprise Miner. In Customer
Relationship Management (CRM), segmentation is used to classify customers according to some similarity,
such as industry, for example. This book describes the methods used to segment records in a database of
customers; it is the how-to of segmentation analysis.
If you can remember back in elementary school when selecting teams for softball or kickball, the team
captains would always choose the tallest or strongest players first to be on the team, leaving the shortest to
be last. The elementary school teacher would instead have everyone line up and call out numbers from one
to four and then repeat so that each number that was the same would then be members of the same team.
This was a form of undirected segmentation until the children caught on and tried to line up their friends to
circumvent their teacher’s method. The measure of similarity of the members was nothing more than the
matching numbers assigned during the lineup. Instead, if the similarity were the height of the members,
then after measuring the height of each individual, each would be sorted into teams according to each
other’s height, thus giving segments of members that have similar height. The characteristic of the
segments then is strongly dependent on the measure of similarity used for each subject.
To apply this simple concept of similarity to a situation involving CRM, take for example, a marketing
analyst who desires to segment his prospects into groups of industry segments. The analyst believes that
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marketing differently to each industry segment would produce a higher response and generate more
revenue than not using any industry affiliation. In order to accomplish this task he records in his businessto-business (B-to-B) database each prospect’s standard industry classification (SIC or now called NAICS)
code and then categorizes them according to the first two digits. This allows him to find the major
industries in his database. The measure of similarity is the SIC code according to the government’s coding
of their primary business industry classification. This is now a segmentation of industry groups as
illustrated in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1 Example of B-to-B Industry Segmentation

Record
No
1
2
3

Prospect Company
Name
ABC Gravel and Sand
Co.
Metro Cable TV

SIC Code
(2-digit)
14

Joe’s Computer Shop
and Service

73

48

SIC Description

Industry Segment

Construction Sand and
Gravel
Cable Television

Forest, Mining, and
Metals
Telecommunications

Computer Maintenance
and Repair

Professional Services

Let’s take another example. Owners of credit cards can be divided into subgroups according to how they
use their card, what kind of items they purchase, how much money they spend, how often they use their
card, and so on. It will be very useful for CRM purposes in marketing to identify the groups to which a card
owner belongs, since he or she can then be targeted with special promotional material that might be of
interest (and this clearly benefits the owner of the card as well as the card company). Look for further
discussion on the benefits of why this might be so in Section 1.3.
In addition to spending patterns, purchase frequency, and so on, one can segment by any attribute recorded
in a database. When multiple attributes are chosen, several problems arise in the computations that may be
used to create the segments or clusters. For example, how does one choose a measurement scheme so that
all characteristics are being measured on a similar scale? How can you determine the importance of the
effect of each variable on the segment clusters? Issues like these will be discussed in later chapters,
especially Chapters 3 through 6.

1.2 Types of Segmentation and Methods
There are many techniques for classifying records or rows in a database. For the purpose of this book, I will
interchange the term segmentation with the phrase record classification, because in the context of CRM
these can be used synonymously. In the world of computer science, there is a definite distinction between
classification of records in a database and grouping or clustering records according to some criteria of
similarity or likeness. Classification is typically referred to as assigning a record to one of a number of
predetermined classes. Clustering is a set of algorithms used to partition records in a database according to
a measure of similarity, and the number of cluster segments is not predetermined before the algorithm is
applied to the database. This distinction becomes less important in business applications; however, it is
useful to keep these definitions in mind. In order to discuss the types and uses of segmentation one needs to
review the various capabilities that each type has to offer. What follows is only a partial list of the many
types of segmentations that exist, but this should be useful for determining which set of techniques you
may need to perform for solving the business problems at hand.

1.2.1 Customer Profiling
In profiling a set of customers, the typical reason for performing this analysis is to gain insight or an
understanding of the four Ws—the who, what, where, and when of your customer base. A fifth W of why
can also be added; however, the why is always a much more difficult customer attribute to collect. Using
Text Analytics, one could uncover the “why” attribute from mining the unstructured text in call center
notes, verbatim survey responses, social media, blogs, chat forums and the like. A typical business
problem might involve a request from your field sales force like the following: I need to understand my
customer base in the northwest area so I can deploy my field sales force accordingly. This kind of business
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question would require one to know how many customers exist in the northwest area as well as their recent
purchases, what industries they mainly come from, and so on. A customer profile by geographic region will
then help the business manager requesting the analysis to align the sales force with customers to achieve
greater sales coverage and effectiveness in their customer base. The techniques used in this kind of
profiling may include counting the number of customers by region or zip code range for each industry
group or perhaps counting the number of customers who have made purchases within the last year and ones
who have not. This can be a simple query to the customer database, but if the number of attributes desired
is large, it may be an impossible database query and you will need to resort to a clustering algorithm. An
example of a customer profile might look like the following two query results.
Table 1.2 Example of Customer Profiling in NW U.S. Region (Profile by State)

Table 1.3 Example of Customer Profiling in NW U.S. Region (Profile by Major Metro/3-digit Postal
Code—Only Top 8 Rows Shown)

In essence, these reports from Tables 1.2 and 1.3 are results of segmentation. (E.g., the segments include
the state as one segment, and the 3-digit postal abbreviation/major metro area code combined as another
segment.) In this case, when there is no major metro code, the code abbreviation is used in its place. Then
the sales and number of customers are aggregated (summed in this case) by each of these segments. This
type of segmentation profiling will be discussed in further detail in Chapters 5 and 6. The output in Tables
1.2 and 1.3 was performed using ODS output settings on Desktop SAS with the output selected to create
html with default settings. If this code were run in SAS Enterprise Miner, the output would be within the
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SAS Code output window. There will be more on the discussion of using SAS Code nodes in the examples
in Chapter 2, “Why Segment? The Motivation for Segment-Based Descriptive Models,” and later chapters.
SAS Code to Generate Output in Tables 1.2 and 1.3
libname chapt1 ‘c:\chapter 1’; /* where C: is referring to your HD drive
on your computer. */
data work.northwest;
set chapt1.northwest;
if majmet=' ' then majmet=substr(zip,1,3);
run;
proc summary data=work.northwest nway sum;
class majmet state branch_code;
var sales ;
output out=work.nw_sum sum= ;
run;
title 'Northwest Customer Sales by State';
proc sql;
select state label='State',
sum(sales) as sum_sales label='Total Sales' format=dollar12.,
sum(_freq_) as count label='No of Customers'
from work.nw_sum as q1
group by state
;
quit; title;
title 'Northwest Customer Sales by Major Metro or 3digit Zip';
proc sql;
select majmet label='Major Metro/Zip Code',
sum(sales) as sum_sales label='Total Sales' format=dollar12.,
sum(_freq_) as count label='No of Customers'
from work.nw_sum as q1
group by majmet
order by count descending;
quit; title;

1.2.2 Customer Likeness Clustering
A chain store or franchise might want to study whether its outlets are similar in terms of social
neighborhood, size, staff numbers, vicinity to other shops, and so on. Their objective is to see if they have
similar turnovers i and yield similar revenues or profits. A beginning point might be to cluster the outlets in
terms of these variables and to examine the distributions of turnovers and profits within each group.
Another method would be to cluster just the turnovers and revenue/profit variables and then profile other
variables of interest like geography, social neighborhood, etc. We will discuss methods of clustering in
Chapters 5 and 6 and review some practical techniques of how and when to update those models for
continued maintenance. A simple example using two varieties of orange sales (ORANGES sample data set
from SAS) produces the analysis of sales comparisons between six stores. Figure 1.1 shows the normalized
distances of the six clusters from sales of two varieties of orange sales on six days of sales from six stores.
The normalized distances are the results from clustering two types of orange sales data using the Cluster
node in SAS Enterprise Miner; the distance plot is the result of the MDS procedure. We will review this
type of analysis in greater detail in Chapter 5, “Segmentation of Several Attributes with Clustering.”
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Figure 1.1 Orange Data Set Sales Clusters—Distance Plot from SAS Enterprise Miner

1.2.3 RFM Cell Classification Grouping
RFM stands for recency, frequency, and monetary value. Recency (a term typically used in direct marketing
industry) is a measure of the time lag since your customer has either communicated or purchased last from
your business. Recency can be measured in weeks, months, quarters, fiscal years, etc. Frequency is the
quantity or volume of items or services purchased and can be single units or perhaps aggregated in deciles
or any meaningful grouping. Monetary value is just that, a numeric currency figure representing the value
of each of the frequency units or aggregated units that were purchased. RFM cells can be easily thought of
in three dimensions as shown in Figure 1.2. Each customer will be classified into only one of the cells as
the classification is applied to the customer database. We will be discussing this type of segmentation
method and its uses in Chapter 4, “Segmentation Using a Cell-Based Approach.”
Figure 1.2 RFM Cell Pictorial Description

1.2.4 Purchase Affinity Clustering
A product manager may want to understand his customers based on their affinity for certain groups of
products they have purchased within a certain time frame. To see this more clearly the manager computes
an affinity score for the products of interest or perhaps all product categories, and then clusters those scores
for similar groups. Another method of doing this is to cluster customers based on revenue and other
demographics of interest and then score the product affinity for the cluster groups to observe whether there
are any product tendencies for the customer segments. These kinds of clustering methods will be discussed
in Chapters 9 and 10.
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1.3 Typical Uses of Segmentation in Industry
In industry, segmentation or some sort of classification scheme has a wide variety of uses. A biologist
might take field measurement samples and cluster them to find a useful taxonomy (Fisher 1936, pp. 179–
188). In the medical field, clustering has been used to classify image data from Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (MRI) scans for the purpose of detecting breast cancer (Getz, et al. 2003, p. 1079, 1089). In
bioinformatics, a computer scientist working with a molecular biologist or a geneticist may seek to
understand the function of genes. They may use genetic expression profile data and perform a hierarchical
clustering in order to explore the structure of normal versus melanoma genes for the purpose of finding
which genes may be responsible for the melanoma (Seo and Shneiderman 2002, pp. 80–86). In astronomy,
measurements of star temperature and luminosity and X-ray or gamma ray emissions and other stellar
sources are clustered to find similar star groups to aid in the understanding of the life cycle of stars; see
Figures 1.3 and 1.4 (Berry and Linoff 1997, pp. 188–189).
When this clustering is performed on the star data, apparent distinct groups shown in Figure 1.3 appear that
have specific attributes. White dwarf stars are late-stage stars that have shed off their outer layers. Red
giants are stars that are middle- to late-stage stars that have swelled in size, and some can even migrate into
supernova explosions. These clusters were profiled after much observation to ascertain these facts, and now
a star classification system exists based on temperature and luminosity. A simplified cluster map of Figure
1.3 is shown in Figure 1.4 indicating three major star clusters.
Figure 1.3 Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram: Star Clusters by Temperature and Luminosity
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Figure 1.4 A Simplified Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram

In marketing, an analyst may desire to classify customers according to similar customer groups for the
purpose of understanding how to market to each customer segment. An analyst may want to classify
research findings gathered from Web sites and other electronic means. To do so will cluster documents into
themes without the analyst having to read each document and manually classify the documents into an
organizational taxonomy. We will review this segmentation technique in Chapter 12, “Segmentation of
Textual Data.” In manufacturing, an engineer may want to better understand the mechanism or the root
origin of a defect, so to aid this understanding the engineer clusters and sorts the defected items into similar
defective categories. Cluster segmentation can be used to associate factor X with factor A, and a series of
interconnected ideas may suggest models for the underlying mechanisms generating the observed data. In
other words, cluster analysis may be used to reveal the structure and relations contained in the data
(Anderberg 1973, p. 4). As you can see, there are many uses in industry where one can perform a
classification according to predefined rules or a set of attributes, or segmentation of data into similar
groups.

1.4 Segmentation as a CRM Tool
Segmentation is a set of techniques that can be beneficial in classifying customer groups. Typical direct
marketing activities seek to improve the relationships with current customers. The better you know your
customer’s needs, desires, and their purchasing behaviors, the better you can construct marketing programs
designed to fit those needs, desires, and behaviors. Let’s consider an example of a country variety store. In
a southern New Hampshire town where I live, we have a country variety store that is an independent family
business (not part of a franchise or chain). This store has a small delicatessen that offers sausage or
meatball subs among other things. One of the unique aspects of these subs is the tomato sauce, which is
homemade. They offered these subs only on Wednesdays. In my opinion, they are one of the best sausage
or meatball subs I’ve ever enjoyed. Therefore, when my family or I want a sausage or meatball sub, we
would choose this small deli over any franchise stores available in town. The demand for these homemade
subs caused the deli to offer their famous subs on each day rather than just one day of the week. How did
the owners determine to move from offering these great subs on just Wednesdays to all days of the week?
The answer is very straightforward in that they observed the demand of the subs and the requests made
from various customers to offer these special subs on other days of the week. The owners, in fact,
performed a mental segmentation as opposed to one with customer data in a database to reflect two
apparent facts: 1) that the demand of these subs was higher than other products offered and 2) that the
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customers requested this service. So, the two facts put together made up the business decision to offer the
subs more days of the week and thus better fulfill their customers’ needs and desires; the simple supplyand-demand business curve. This simple example is what most direct marketers would like to achieve as
well; however, one cannot segment a set of customers in a large database mentally as this country store
owner did. However, with data mining algorithms such as clustering, decision trees, and other analytic
tools, even when a business contains millions of customers the capability exists to group and segment these
customers so that the segments are distinct groups of customers.
In the print catalog industry, this kind of segmentation can be rather demanding. Take, for example, an
Asian large catalog mail-order company that has approximately 19 million customers. Their product
offering is so large that they cannot offer all of their product offerings to all 19 million customers,
especially in a single catalog. To do so would be cost prohibitive and the customer would have to search a
huge catalog to find the items they desire. Therefore, the cataloger takes all of their customer data,
attributes of these customers, and clusters them into differing segments containing various numbers of
customers in each segment. Then, after profiling each of these customer segments, they offer a catalog
designed specifically for each segment. A catalog for a teen segment would be very different from the one
designed for middle-aged adults. This is not quite a one-to-one customer touch approach but a one-to-many
approach, which is manageable and increases their customers’ responsiveness to the catalogs offered in
each segment (SAS Institute Inc. 2000, pp. 22–23). Later in Chapter 17 we’ll review what is sometimes
called micro-segmentation. Such segments are smaller in the frequency count in each segment, but many
more segments that are hopefully have a greater homogeneity of one or more particular attributes.
In another example, a retail bank desires to improve their revenues and thus their profitability by
segmenting their customer data according to the portfolio of products and services they have purchased. By
clustering the customer data certain distinct patterns in one of the clusters appear—middle-aged customers
who have a checking and savings account with fairly healthy balances, young customers who take
advantage of more recent technological innovations, and older customers who could use some retirement
plans, etc. This type of analysis and the set of business marketing ideas when brought together can make up
the direct marketing activities and programs to leverage the cross-selling and up-selling of the bank’s
customer base and thus improve the revenue stream and also address customer loyalty.
Holding on to good customers and building up lesser customers is a common technique in direct marketing
to generate more revenues and increase the breadth and depth of the products and services your customers
will purchase. If you are a credit card company, then card profitability is achieved by balancing revenue (or
reducing costs) against the company’s risk. One method of revenue and risk segmentation splits revenue
and risk and then profiles customers within these splits to observe any outstanding differences in the profile
attributes. The data set from the northwest customer example in Tables 1.2 and 1.3 can be split into a
simple segmentation of risk index and revenue classification. The risk index is a code from 00 to 05 or a
null value. The code of 00 means no risk, 01 is relatively no risk, 02 is average risk, 03 is moderate risk, 04
is high risk, and 05 is very high risk. The revenue was sectored into low, medium, and high values. The
following code produces the output in Figure 1.5.
Code Used to Generate Output in Figure 1.5
data work.nw_sales;
length rev_class $12;
set chapt1.northwest;
if sales <= 10 then rev_class='Low Revenue';
if sales >10 and sales < 5e4 then rev_class='Med Revenue';
if sales >= 5e4 then rev_class='High Revenue';
run;
title 'Simple Segmentation of Risk Index by Revenue Class';
title2 'Northwest Customers Example Data Set';
proc freq data=work.nw_sales;
table risk_index_code * rev_class /nocol norow nopercent nocum;
run;
title;
title2;
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Figure 1.5 Simple Segmentation of Risk Index by Revenue Class

As one might expect, the higher risk scores are mostly with low and medium revenues and little risk for
high revenue customers. Perhaps in marketing to customers of low and medium revenue with high risk, an
offer could be designed for them, and if leasing or credit is needed, a higher credit rate would be required
for these customers than for customers with much lower risk. This is a simple segmentation using only two
attributes, revenue and risk. We’ll discuss this type of segmentation in greater detail in Chapter 4.
With the increase in technology of smartphones and the growing popularity of these devices, the newer
form of marketing (digital marketing) now replaces much of the older print form of marketing media. All
the more reason to really know and understand your customers and prospects much better so that the offers
and messaging are much more relevant to very savvy consumer and business customers (SAS Institute,
What is Digital Marketing).
Common sense would tell us that one of the first steps in successful CRM is to understand your customer.
Just like the example with the country deli, the owners understood their customers’ needs, desires, and
spending habits. This information in turn led the owners to change their product offerings and frequency to
better satisfy the customer. This simple fact of common sense does not always exist in many corporations.
Many companies still do not see the value of their customers and the fact that their corporation exists
because of their customers. The ones that do see this are hopefully trying to understand their customers.
Thus the techniques described in this book should aid the data miner, business analyst, marketer, etc., to
know how to approach segmenting their customer base so that effective marketing can be administered to
create an improved revenue stream and greater customer retention. In Chapter 2, a review of the underlying
motivations for segmentation and descriptive-based models for your customers or prospects will be
presented.
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Turnover in the retail and marketing context is referring to product sale turnover.

About This Book
Purpose
This book focuses on one of the basic beginning points when initiating a Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) program: understanding your customers and who they are. Unless you understand
your customers, the relationship part of CRM is almost entirely absent. Those who want to “know” their
customers using analytical CRM techniques will value the applications presented in this book. Customer
segmentation is one of the most popular methods in which to segregate customers into like groups.
Clustering is a technique that assists in forming similar customer segments. We will look at clustering and
other techniques to accomplish our goal of segmentation, and in the process you’ll learn how to do this
using SAS Enterprise Miner software.
You do not necessarily need a formal background in statistics because much of what you need is contained
in SAS Enterprise Miner; however, for enhanced capability, additional SAS code and macros are provided
on the author page for this book under “Example Code and Data.” A rudimentary understanding of data
mining techniques is helpful but not mandatory. Also, I recommend that you read the introductory material
in the SAS Enterprise Miner documentation so that you will have an elementary understanding of how data
mining projects and process flow diagrams are created and managed. A good start is Getting Started with
SAS Enterprise Miner 14.2, available at http://support.sas.com/documentation/onlinedoc/miner/index.html.
This book could be used as a companion to a course introducing data mining applications in information
sciences, computer science, or marketing information management. Detailed algorithms are not developed
in this book; however, many references are made to recent literature for further reading.
The number of books and journal literature in the field of data mining has increased greatly in the past
several years. Most books tend to focus on the algorithmic nature of data mining, and some, like Dorian
Pyle’s Business Modeling and Data Mining, focus on data preparation. In this book, I show you how to use
the most commonly available techniques and how to branch out into some new ones, such as text mining,
which is covered in chapter 12. I show you how to perform these techniques using SAS Enterprise Miner
software and how to use them in the context of CRM. I endeavored to make this a how-to book for
segmentation and clustering rather than a theoretical one. I do review some of the basic equations that will
help you understand topics; however, I give no formal proofs. References are given at the end of each
chapter, where applicable, along with some suggested readings. In a few chapters, additional exercises are
also provided to help you develop the concepts further. All of the examples, SAS code, SAS macros, data,
and data mining flow diagrams are given by chapter on the SAS website author page located at
http://support.sas.com/publishing/authors/collica.html. Periodically, updates to these examples may be
made, so check back occasionally.
Even though the context is customer analyses, you can use these concepts in other fields such as medical
diagnosis, insurance claims, fraud detection, and others. Segmenting your customers or patrons for more
intelligent use and getting closer to the one-to-one customer relationship is what most organizations desire
to achieve.

What’s New in This Edition
The third edition has an entirely new chapter and focuses on predictive models within micro-segments and
combined segments. Chapter 15 (renamed “Combining Attitudinal and Behavioral Segments: Ensemble
Segmentation”) has been expanded as it is the subject of the patent that I was awarded at SAS Institute Inc.
The combined segmentations are used in the new chapter 17 and introduce a new parallel process
technique: SAS Factory Miner. All examples have been run using SAS Enterprise Miner 14.1. When I
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started performing segmentation work in the late 1990s, I wanted a segmentation guide that I could use to
help me implement the techniques that I read about. Techniques such as clustering, decision trees,
regressions, neural networks, and the like are well documented. However, I found that although many texts
describe the algorithms well, very little is mentioned on how to use these techniques in practice. Many of
these texts are excellent at describing the techniques algorithmically, and some contain business cases as
well. I hope that this book will help you in your data mining endeavors as much as writing it helped me.

How to Use This Book
Each of the many examples in this book begins with a process flow table that outlines the steps that are
necessary to complete the exercise. This process flow table gives the step number, the step description, and
a brief rationale. The step detail is a statement outlining what is taking place in the overall data mining
process flow. These individual steps are indicated in the exercise as Step 1, Step 2, and so on. Armed with
the process flow table, the steps, and the snapshots of SAS Enterprise Miner process flow diagrams and
intermediate steps, you should be able to navigate through an exercise with greater ease. It is my hope and
desire that this book allows you to know your customers better and to gain insight by using SAS Enterprise
Miner in a data-driven, purposeful fashion.

Overview of Chapters
This book is broken down into four parts, each of which increases in complexity. Part 1, “The Basics,”
discusses the basics in terms of what segmentation is comprised of, and measures of distance and
association. Part 2, “Segmentation Galore,” dives right into the core of segmentation using recency,
frequency, and monetary (RFM) cells and moves into other techniques such as clustering. Part 3, “Beyond
Traditional Segmentation,” reviews some advanced techniques for segmentation, such as how to segment
customers based on their product affinity, and discusses some of the measures of product affinity, as well as
some of the pitfalls. Part 4, “Advanced Segmentation Applications,” gives you some new and advanced
analytic capabilities that you might be able to use right away in your organization. Analyses such as taking
survey data to the next level and predicting the results of your survey on your entire customer or prospect
database, clustering of product associations and combining segments together using ensemble
segmentations, and finally segmenting of time-series or transactional data round out the new and advanced
methods for segmentation.

Part 1: The Basics
Chapter 1, “Introduction,” introduces the basic concept of segmentation in light of CRM and defines
some of the techniques used to achieve segmentation of your customer database records.
Chapter 2, “Why Segment? The Motivation for Segment-Based Descriptive Models,” presents the
motivation for customer segmentation and the concept of descriptive versus predictive models. This chapter
discusses why you would want to classify or group customers or prospects into various segments and how
to use them. The data assay and profile are reviewed, as well as how these can be used to understand your
data prior to mining.
Chapter 3, “Distance: The Basic Measures of Similarity and Association,” describes how to measure
distance from one customer record to another and also introduces the measure of association. These
concepts are key to understanding what types of settings are needed in the various techniques used, such as
clustering, decision trees, and memory-based reasoning, which are discussed in later chapters.

Part 2: Segmentation Galore
Chapter 4, “Segmentation Using a Cell-based Approach,” introduces RFM value and discusses how to
compute these cells and score your customers for each of the cell groups. This chapter also introduces how
you can perform this cell-based approach using SAS Enterprise Guide’s automated task feature.
Chapter 5, “Segmentation of Several Attributes with Clustering,” introduces segmentation with the use
of clustering algorithms on a few customer attributes. An example that involves 100,000 customers
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demonstrates the concept and shows the detail of creating the process flow diagram in SAS Enterprise
Miner. This chapter also discusses the default coding of categorical and binary versus ordinal variables and
shows how these settings can produce different results.
Chapter 6, “Clustering of Many Attributes,” extends the clustering techniques when many customer
attributes are being used. A new example that has a fairly large set of variables is introduced, and it shows
how you might attack this problem with some pre-processing prior to performing clustering.
Chapter 7, “When and How to Update Cluster Segments,” presents several practical issues that arise
after you start using cluster segments. This chapter discusses model shelf-life, or the practical usable life of
a model before it needs to be refitted. You will learn how to tell that the cluster segments have “moved”
from their original model when your input data has been refreshed.
Chapter 8, “Using Segments in Predictive Models,” breaks away from the topic of pure segmentation
and discusses how the segments can be used to partition the data space and, in so doing, reduce the
dimensionality of the data. It is now somewhat easier to generate a predictive model using the data. An
example demonstrates a cluster segmentation and a predictive model to predict one cluster from the cluster
analysis.

Part 3: Beyond Traditional Segmentation
Chapter 9, “Clustering and the Issue of Missing Data,” reviews how missing data elements can affect
data mining models, especially focusing on clustering. There are several methods for treating missing data
in the cluster algorithm and also external and prior to clustering. The implementation and use of the data
imputation node as well as the MI procedure are reviewed.
Chapter 10, “Product Affinity and Clustering of Product Affinities,” shows you how, once segments
are created, to estimate the affinity of products by transposing product transaction quantity data onto the
customer data records that are segmented and thus estimate the affinity of products for each segment. In
addition, this chapter describes how you can cluster the product affinities into various segments. This
chapter also reviews how to use product affinities within customer segments and how that knowledge can
aid in the CRM learning process.
Chapter 11, “Computing Segments Using SOM/Kohonen for Clustering,” introduces a special-purpose
neural network called a self-organizing map (SOM) to cluster customer data. This type of clustering uses a
neural network algorithm that can accept a large number of inputs and will cluster each record into a twodimensional map of desired size.
Chapter 12, “Segmentation of Textual Data,” introduces text mining, and the concept of similarity, or
association, is revisited. This chapter requires that you have SAS Text Miner, which is an add-on product to
SAS Enterprise Miner. Although this topic could be a book in and of itself, the same basic concepts of
clustering documents and combining this new information with the previous techniques makes this a
powerful method for business intelligence applications and CRM in general.

Part 4: Advanced Segmentation Applications
Chapter 13, “Clustering of Product Associations,” acquaints you “association,” the method of
segmenting customers based on their purchase patterns. Clustering these associations will allow you to
group customers that have similar product associations, and, therefore, the sales and marketing messaging
and offers can be more easily designed and more effective in these kind of segments.
Chapter 14, “Predicting Attitudinal Segments from Survey Responses,” gives you insights on how to
take your marketing research efforts to the next level, including survey responses with customer IDs so that
they match-back to the customer database, and the capability to extend the market research survey
segmentation to a predictive model so that the survey segments can be scored on the entire customer
database. Bootstrap sampling techniques show how you can estimate the confidence levels of the predicted
probabilities for each segment. This is especially helpful when the model used for scoring does not
automatically lend itself to confidence intervals of the predicted values.
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Chapter 15, “Combining Attitudinal and Behavioral Segments—Ensemble Segmentation,” shows
how to develop ensemble segmentations (or ensemble clustering models) in order to gain insights from
more than one segmentation combined into a single segmentation that contains attributes of the input
segmentations. This new technique is relatively new in the literature and can be easily accomplished in
SAS Enterprise Miner. The method is a two-stage technique that involves Bayesian analysis.
Chapter 16, “Segmentation of Customer Transactions,” embarks on new ground by giving you methods
on measuring time-series data using similarity distance metrics that measure both the time dimension and
the magnitude dimension simultaneously. This capability allows similar time-series or time-based
transactions to be segmented into similar groups. Customers that have transactions as a time-series can
then be segmented by their purchase behavior in time and magnitude.
Chapter 17, “Micro-Segmentation: Using SAS Factory Miner for Predictive Models in Segments,”
introduces the relatively new SAS product called SAS Factory Miner. This application will allow you to
develop predictive models within many segments simultaneously and automatically. However, you can still
edit and make modifications if need be for each segment. We will dive into how to design segmentations
that are more optimal for predictive using the methods in Chapter 15. The example in Chapter 15 is
expanded in this chapter.

Software Used to Develop the Book's Content
This book is based on SAS 9.4 and SAS Enterprise Miner 14.1. Although every effort has been made to
include the latest information available at the time of printing, new features will be made available in later
releases. Be sure to check out the SAS website for current updates and check the SAS online
documentation for enhancements and changes in new releases of SAS.

Example Code and Data
You can access the example code and data for this book at http://support.sas.com/authors/collica. From this
website, select “Example Code and Data” to display the SAS programs that are included in the book.
For a description of the data sets used in this book, see the Appendix included with the example code and
data ZIP file for this book. For an alphabetical listing of all books for which example code is available, see
http://support.sas.com/bookcode. Select a title to display the book’s example code.
If you are unable to access the code through the website, send e-mail to saspress@sas.com.

Additional Help
Although this book illustrates many analyses regularly performed in businesses across industries, questions
specific to your aims and issues may arise. To fully support you, SAS Institute and SAS Press offer you the
following resources:
For questions about topics covered in this book, contact the author through SAS Press by sending questions
by email to saspress@sas.com; include the book title in your correspondence.
For questions about topics in or beyond the scope of this book, post queries to the relevant SAS Support
Communities at https://communities.sas.com/welcome.
SAS Institute maintains a comprehensive website with up-to-date information. One page that is particularly
useful to both the novice and the seasoned SAS user is its Knowledge Base. Search for relevant notes in the
“Samples and SAS Notes” section of the Knowledge Base at http://support.sas.com/resources.
Registered SAS users or their organizations can access SAS Customer Support at http://support.sas.com.
Here you can pose specific questions to SAS Customer Support; under “Support” click “Submit a
Problem.” You will need to provide an email address to which replies can be sent, identify your
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organization, and provide a customer site number or license information. This information can be found in
your SAS logs.

Keep in Touch
We look forward to hearing from you. We invite questions, comments, and concerns. If you want to contact
us about a specific book, please include the book title in your correspondence.

Contact the Author through SAS Press
By email: saspress@sas.com
Via the Web: http://support.sas.com/author_feedback

Purchase SAS Books
For a complete list of books available through SAS, visit sas.com/store/books.
Phone: 1-800-727-0025
Email: sasbook@sas.com

Subscribe to the SAS Learning Report
Receive up-to-date information about SAS training, certification, and publications via email by subscribing
to the SAS Learning Report monthly eNewsletter. Read the archives and subscribe today at
http://support.sas.com/community/newsletters/training!

Publish with SAS
SAS is recruiting authors! Are you interested in writing a book? Visit http://support.sas.com/saspress for
more information.
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